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Abstract: The peripheral nerve is composed of several layers of fascia tissue, which can become 

a source of pain if the way they slide is impeded. It is only recently that fascial osteopathy research 

has been aimed at understanding what happens to the fascia following treatment, and as a result 

of previous studies, we are able to highlight some of the benefits, including a reduction in local 

pain and inflammation. The osteopathic approach to the fascial system of the peripheral nerve 

does not have a grounding in scientific research, being based instead on the clinical experience 

of individual operators, despite peripheral nerve palpation being used as a method to evaluate 

and test its function. The authors wish to encourage the initiation of new research in the fields 

of academic and clinical osteopathy that is aimed at quantifying the possible benefits a patient 

may derive from osteopathic treatment of the peripheral nerve.
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Introduction
The nerves and their structures change and are subject to the law of neuroplasticity: 

they adapt to reflect the stimulus which is present (mechanical, biochemical, electri-

cal, or metabolic).1

The peripheral nervous system is subjected to a daily  mechanical tensile load, as 

when a joint moves, undergoing compression and stretching. Compression happens when 

the surrounding tissues create a longitudinal force to a nerve, such as when the muscles 

are stretched, while stretching occurs when a force is parallel to the nerve, for example, 

when the elbow is flexed, the ulnar nerve is stretched.2 This mechanical stress can leave 

the physiological confines when there is direct trauma to the nerve or surrounding tis-

sue.2 The physiological tensile load allows the nerve to regenerate, through autocrine 

and paracrine substances, generated by the same nervous structure. When the nerve is 

subjected to stress in elongation, the Schwann cells can proliferate and synthesize many 

neurotrophic factors, which play roles in nerve repair and remodeling.3

The synthesized molecules are varied, with different functions depending on the 

site of production and the quantity and based on the combinations that occur; their 

direction and propulsion force also change.4,5 The synthesized molecules from nerve 

structure can travel along the nerve and stimulate the various receptors, activating or 

switching them off, so as to or not to interact with the molecule produced; the same 

molecules can behave in different modes based on the area where they were synthe-

sized.4,5 In order for the nervous tissue to reshape correctly, it must have the ability to 

retain its elasticity. The correct sliding of the fascial structures that make up nerves 

and the sliding of nerves between the various tissues that cross and innervate it become 
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fundamental, so that the mechanical stress can be communi-

cated properly and has the ability to adapt and regenerate the 

nerves.6 An impediment to this slide will lead to dysfunction 

and pathology.7 The biochemical information carried by the 

nerve does not merely have the function of operating on the 

nervous system, but it is also able to assist trophism and tissue 

function that crosses the nerve and innervates it. Nerves can 

carry multipotent cells for repair and remodeling of tissues 

and organs, which are innervated by the same nerves.8

The fascial structure of a nerve is divided into three layers: 

the endoneurium, perineurium, and  epineurium. All the layers 

are innervated and have a subtle but potentially important 

plexus of nociceptors.9

The epineurium is composed mainly of type I and III 

collagen, fibroblasts, mast cells, and fat cells. The inter-

fascial epineurium is loosely attached to the perineurium, 

facilitating sliding of the various fascia. There is abundant 

epineurium in larger nerves, in order to disperse most of the 

compressive forces. The epineurium is attached to paraneural 

fascial components of the connective tissue that surrounds 

the nerve and is an extension of the dura mater. The vessels 

enter the epineurium in rolled-up form (to adapt better to the 

strain in elongation of the nerve) and periodically along its 

length, forming the vasa nervorum. Therefore, the epineurium 

 supports the blood vessels while keeping the microvascularity 

of the nerve constant and also supports the nervi nervorum 

(sensory nerve fibers) of the nerve itself. It contributes to the 

tensile strength of the nerve and to the sliding, but it does 

not provide a barrier function.10,11

The perineurium surrounds the axon filaments with a 

dense connective tissue and the same perinerium is formed 

by up to 15 layers of flat perineural cells. We can encounter 

collagen type I and II, and other cells with different carriers 

modulating the tension recorded from the nerve, thereby 

regulating intraneural pressure. Perineural cells synthesize 

several substances and are in close contact with laminin 

and collagen type IV, further acting as a shock absorber. 

The perineurium is a much more elastic fabric than the 

epineurium. Another key task of the perineurium is to act as 

a blood barrier, ie, not allowing all the filtered substances to 

reach the endoneurium. Arterioles that reach and penetrate 

the perineurium form an oblique angle; these vessels have 

developed little smooth muscle and therefore do not possess 

a great intrinsic ability to regulate blood flow. Nevertheless, 

the perineurium performs important functions in the repair 

of nerve tissue by managing the traffic of molecules inside 

and out of the neural environment by active transcytotic 

 transport.10,11 A study has shown the presence of many pinocy-

totic vesicles for this transcytosis, but more research is needed 

to draw conclusions.11 Molecules can also be transported via 

specific membrane receptors.11

The endoneurium contains individual axons wrapped sev-

eral times by Schwann cells; this sheet is in turn wrapped by 

type IV collagen cells, fibronectin, laminin, and  proteoglycans. 

Inserted between the various filaments, collagen type I and II 

with a longitudinal orientation, mast cells and  macrophages, 

and endoneurial fluid (70% water) can be found. The capillar-

ies that penetrate the endoneurium increase in size, allowing 

the blood flow to head in different directions. The arterioles, 

however, are tightly wrapped by the endoneurium cells to create 

an additional barrier to the blood. It is most likely that the blood 

flow comes into contact with the endoneurium by diffusion. 

This ensures a constant pressure, with a slight positive pres-

sure in this area. Venules carry the blood back to the venous 

system. The lymphatic system, however, is present only in the 

epineurium; there are no lymphatic drainage vessels into the 

nerves (Figure 1).10,11
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Figure 1 Constitution of a nerve in transverse section.
Notes: Pictured is the fasciculate architecture that is created following the 
organization operated by the connective tissue that forms the sheaths of the 
nerve and the individual bundles of fibers. 1: Nerve bundles. 2: The endoneurium. 
3: The perineurium. 4: Blood vessels. 5: Fat. 6: The epineurium. Reproduced with 
permission from Anastasi et al. AA VV, Anatomia dell’Uomo [Human Anatomy]. 4th ed. 
Milan: Edi.Ermes. Italian.30 Copyright 2010 Edi.Ermes, Milano. 
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The nervi nervorum, or a nerve’s nerves, can evoke local 

neuroinflammation when there is nonphysiological damage or 

mechanical stress to the nerve tissue, to assist in its repair.9 The 

fascial nerve system innervated by the nervi nervorum may 

become a source of local pain.9 Another cause of pain by the 

fascial nerve system, connected to axonal and physiological 

dysfunctions and capable of generating dysesthetic or distant 

pain (for example, pain resulting from traction of the sciatic 

nerve, when the leg is stretched during tests), follows directly 

from the fascial structures of the axon. These fascial structures 

become more sensitive to mechanical stimulation and, after 

a few days of local inflammation, they are able to generate 

potential action similar to the mechanical stimulus that causes 

dysfunction. This mechanism is known as ectopic electrogen-

esis.9 Such nonphysiological situations may require from 1 week 

to 2 months to disappear and only involve the epineurium and 

perineurium.9 There is a strong hypothesis that impeded sliding 

of a nerve between its various layers and tissues that cross its 

fascial system will generate local and dysesthetic pain.

When there is an impediment to the sliding of a nerve, 

the rigidity of its fascial structures during joint movement is 

increased, and this is even more true when the joint is moved 

swiftly, which often occurs with everyday gestures.10 An 

elongated nerve causes a reduction in its diameter, defined 

as transverse contraction, with an increase in the pressure of 

the endoneurial compartment.10 Its return to size and length 

at rest happens due to the elasticity of the perineural tissue, 

while the endoneurial tissue has less elastic compliance.10 

A decrease in the nerve’s ability to stretch may damage the 

endoneurial integrity before a lesion to the epineurium is vis-

ible.10 Repetitive elongation of a nerve with reduced fascial 

elasticity properties brings about further inability of the nerve 

to slide, decreasing blood flow and likely leading to ischemic 

problems.10 For example, use of a computer mouse for pro-

longed periods leads to a reduction of the flow capacity of the 

median nerve at the level of the carpal tunnel, with possible 

pathological consequences of nerve compression, including 

the formation of edema, inflammation, and the production 

of adhesions, along with pain and reduced axonal flow 

(Figure 2).10 Edema is found at the intraneural level and is a 

common response to trauma, compression, tension, or exces-

sive vibration. A slight trauma may give rise to edema, more 

superficially, at the epineural level; this can be transformed 

into intraneural edema if compression continues, creating a 

mini-compartmental syndrome of the nerve, due also to the 

absence of lymphatic vessels in the endoneurium. All this 

will lead to fibrous adhesions, decreasing the sliding of the 

intrafascicular tissue. The fibrosis increases the compression 

both inside and outside the tissues with a thickening of the 

nerve. This is even more noticeable when the nerve passes 

through small areas.12 The situation described will still gener-

ate pain symptoms.

Many peripheral nerves can be palpated and directly 

moved, but at the same time, they are more susceptible to 

trauma than the central nervous system, which is protected 

by the cranium.9,13 Many peripheral nerves can be palpated 

and directly moved for anatomical reasons.9

Fascial osteopathy
There are very few texts in the scientific literature on manual 

treatment of the peripheral nervous system. Approaches using 

neurodynamics or neurodynamic mobilization techniques are 

more frequently observed. Such therapy is used by manual 

operators with the intent of allowing adequate sliding of the 

peripheral nerve and surrounding tissue, using two methods 

in particular: the sliding technique or a technique that alters 

the tension of the nerve path.13 Studies on the human model 

are scarce, and there are no precise data on the method of 
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Figure 2 Location of the median and ulnar nerves in the region of the palm.
Notes: 1: The ulnar nerve; 2: the transverse carpal ligament; 3: deep palmar branch 
of the hand; 4: anastomosis between the median nerve and ulnar nerve; 5: digital 
nerves; 6: the median nerve. Reproduced with permission from Anastasi et al. 
AA VV, Anatomia dell’Uomo [Human Anatomy]. 4th ed. Milan: Edi.Ermes. Italian.30 
Copyright 2010 Edi.Ermes, Milano. 
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Figure 3 Fascial treatment of the ulnar nerve in the peripheral nervous system.
Notes: A finger or fingers are placed on the nerve emergence at the elbow on 
the cubital tunnel, where it passes the ulnar nerve. The operator places his or her 
fingers on the fascial restriction identified previously by palpation, using different 
approaches, until the perceived resistance disappears or greatly decreases, inducing 
or stopping the preferential direction of the tissue.

movement that should be performed on a patient’s nerve 

path in order to optimize the results. Specific work proto-

cols are lacking, and a positive clinic outcome is not always 

observed.14–19

Within the field of osteopathy, there are no scientific 

articles that deal with palpation or manual techniques applied 

directly to the peripheral nerve, although there is a book that 

describes and shows how the osteopathic operator should pal-

pate and treat emergencies superficial to the nerve path.20

The purpose of these therapies and treatments is to alter 

the mechanical properties of fascia, such as density, stiffness, 

and viscosity, so that the fascia can more readily adapt to 

physical stresses. In fact, some osteopathic physicians and 

manual therapists report local tissue release after the applica-

tion of a slow manual force to tight fascial areas; these reports 

have been explained as a breaking of fascial cross-links, a 

transition from gel to sol state in the extracellular matrix, and 

other passive viscoelastic changes of fasciae.21 The fascial 

osteopathic technique is the application of a low-load, long-

duration stretch into the myofascial complex that is intended 

to restore the optimal length of this complex.21 The operator 

places his or her hand on the fascial restriction identified 

previously by palpation, using different approaches, until the 

perceived resistance disappears or greatly decreases, induc-

ing or stopping the preferential direction of the tissue.21,22 

The time required for the technique varies according to the 

response of the patient.22 There are reports in the literature 

that improvement in the sliding of the different fascia layers, 

via manual manipulation, may decrease pain symptoms and 

reduce inflammation at the local level.21,23

Palpation of the peripheral nerves is feasible and is also 

used to evaluate nerve function, because these nerves are very 

often superficial.24,25 Our clinical experience encourages us to 

support osteopathic fascial treatment of the peripheral nerve, 

providing a strong incentive to launch new research aimed at 

understanding what happens to the nerve using fascial osteo-

pathic techniques, in addition to quantifying the benefit derived 

by the patient. It is important to remember that evidence-based 

medicine involves not only scientific research highlighted in an 

article, but also the patient’s experience of treatment and the 

clinical experience of the  operator.26

To provide some examples of treatment of peripheral 

nerve fascia, a finger or fingers are placed on the nerve 

emergence, either at the elbow on the cubital tunnel, where it 

passes the ulnar nerve (Figure 3), or in the middle third lateral 

of the humerus, where the radial nerve passes (Figure 4).24

Ulnar compression difficulties may be encountered at 

the cubital tunnel level, while the humeral area is subject to 

Figure 4 Fascial treatment of the radial nerve in the peripheral nervous system.
Notes: A finger or fingers are placed on the nerve emergence in the middle third 
lateral of the humerus, where the radial nerve passes. The operator places his or 
her fingers on the fascial restriction identified previously by palpation, using different 
approaches, until the perceived resistance disappears or greatly decreases, inducing 
or stopping the preferential direction of the tissue.

direct trauma that might damage the radial nerve.27–29 The 

method of treating any emergence of the peripheral nerve 

is relatively simple and noninvasive. Once the fingers are in 

contact with the emergence and the most superficial area of 

the nerve branches, a fascial osteopathic technique is used, 
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during which the operator waits for the tissues of the fabric 

to release under the fingers.21 It is common for the area being 

treated to be characterized by tissue hardness, with layers 

that slide with difficulty under the fingers: the technique 

ends when the tissue in the area has been restored, as close 

as possible, to a softer, more flexible tissue.

We do not know the exact scientific reasons for this fascial 

release, despite many studies showing that an osteopathic 

fascial treatment is useful in many clinical conditions.21 

An in vitro study demonstrates how osteopathic techniques 

can influence the metabolic behavior of fibroblasts, such as 

proliferation and inflammatory response.21 Another possible 

explanation is that improved sliding of the various fascial 

layers would allow resetting of the afferents of the free nerve 

endings, resulting in a physiologic response of the efferents.21 

Further studies are expected in order to facilitate choosing 

the best osteopathic approach to ensure the well-being of 

the patient.

Conclusion
The peripheral nerves are composed of several layers of fas-

cial tissue, which can become a source of pain if they fail in 

their ability to slide. It is only recently that fascial osteopathy 

research has been aimed at understanding what happens to the 

fascia following treatment and, as a result of the first studies, it 

has been possible to highlight some of the benefits, including 

a reduction in local pain and inflammation. The osteopathic 

approach to the fascial system of the peripheral nerve does 

not have a grounding in scientific research, being based only 

on the clinical experience of individual operators, despite the 

use of peripheral nerve palpation as a method for the evalu-

ation and testing of the nerve’s function. The authors wish 

to encourage the initiation of new research in the fields of 

academic and clinical osteopathy that is aimed at quantifying 

the possible benefits a patient may derive from osteopathic 

treatment of the peripheral nerve.
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